CTAA’s annual Small-Urban Network (SUN) conference is coming to Missoula, August 11th - 13th and will be hosted by Missoula’s Mountain Line, a long-time SUN member! Traditionally, this conference has been an opportunity for small-urban transit to gather and discuss their current operational challenges, learn new ideas from their peers and discuss ways in which their services could be improved. This in-person conference will continue these important traditions and give SUN transit providers the opportunities to learn about concepts from technology-based service redesign to best electric bus practices.

### About the Conference

CTAA SUN 2021
Missoula, Montana

### Agenda

**August 11**
- Two afternoon transit tour options; learning and visiting local small-urban providers and their unique systems
- Opening Reception, Welcome and Networking

**August 12**
- Breakfast
- Workshops on these topics:
  - Offering On-Demand Service
  - Bus Electrification
  - Census
  - Federal Legislative and Policy Updates
- Keynote and Lunch, a led discussion on Transit and Equity
- Continuation of workshops
- Simulated Fly Fishing Competition, the evening’s social activity

* Please note: Thursday is, by design, a day to focus on getting back to normal operations -- and intentionally not focusing on COVID

**August 13**
- Breakfast
- Peer-to-Peer Organized Session on "Small-Urban Transit in a Post-Pandemic World," to include discussions on:
  - Operations
  - Technology
  - Rider commuting and travel patterns
  - Spending down stimulus funds
  - New capital projects
  - New ways to increase local share
  - Communications

Full details of the conference will be announced soon.

**Questions? Email events@ctaa.org**